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The Statewide Professional Development Framework
Although the Race To The Top initiative has come to a conclusion, the need for consistent training and 
support for the Regents Reform Agenda has not diminished. Indeed, the challenge of preparing all 
students of New York State for college, career, and citizenship remains.

The BOCES and Big Cities in New York State are working together to plan for our future. We are 
developing a Statewide Professional Development Framework that will guide professional development 
in New York for the foreseeable future. A comprehensive survey of the educational landscape of our state 
was conducted, and the following priorities were identified:

● Progress has been made in the implementation of the ELA and math standards, but work 
remains to be done. As implementation of the standards and assessments continues, it 
becomes increasingly important that we provide better support to our struggling learners and 
our students who fall behind. 

● The implementation of the social studies standards and framework has just begun. Over 
the next few years, districts will need support as they revise or replace their social studies 
curriculum and instruction. The assessment scheme for social studies will be changing, too, 
and educators will need training and support.

● Science standards will soon be changing. From across the state we heard that the transition 
to a NGSS-like set of science standards will be a significant undertaking. Curricula and 
assessments will change, and science pedagogy will also have to reflect the science concepts 
and engineering principles that STEM demands. New standards in the arts are not far behind.

● The government of New York State has issued new demands for teacher and leader evaluation. 
All districts in New York will be hard-pressed to make timely changes to their APPR plans in a 
way that maximizes the positive impact of the evaluation system on teaching and learning.

● Data collected from a comprehensive survey suggest a continued need for dependable training 
and support in the foundational areas of standards-based curriculum and planning, common 
formative assessment, and effective pedagogy.

The Staff/Curriculum Development Network (S/CDN) is implementing a multi-year plan to propel 
education in New York State via consistent and dependable professional development and leadership. 
The BOCES and Big Cities will be directly involved in this effort. The BOCES and Big Cities across the 
state, will, in turn, work with the school districts of New York to make sure we continue to move forward.

At this point, the Statewide Professional Development Framework is being self-funded by the BOCES 
and Big Cities. In year one, all 37 BOCES and two of the Big Cities are participating in the project.

The individual planning teams are 
responsible for the arrangement of the 
three annual training gatherings as well as 
the online collaborative platforms that all of 
the groups use in addition to the in-person 
training sessions. Events are held in the 
Albany region, often at the Cap-Region 
BOCES facilities.
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The goals of the training sessions are a combination of state initiatives, best-practices, and survey data 
collected from all of the BOCES and Big Cities. 

Evaluation data are being collected throughout the process. Formative data are collected after each 
gathering. Summative data will be connected annually. All of these data, plus the annual needs-
assessment will be used to identify objectives for subsequent years.

Each participating BOCES and city identifies participants in each of the four tracks or themes of the 
project. The representatives, in turn, are expected to use their learning with all of their districts. In this 
way, the entire state will feel the impact and experience the benefit of the project.

These charts display the themes for this year and the anticipated themes for next year. 

Year One (2015-2016)
ELA Mathematics Social Studies Teacher Leader 

Evaluation
● Supporting struggling 

readers

● Supporting struggling 
writers

● Effective middle-level/
secondary interventions

● Supporting struggling 
learners

● Designing and 
implementing an AIS/
RTI system (including 
effective interventions)

● SS practices > Inquiry 
model > using the 
inquiries

● How the inquiries fit 
within good curriculum 
and pedagogy

● Good assessment 
practices

● Revised regulations (as 
necessary)

● Growth-producing 
feedback

● Evaluation models that 
work

● Accountability that 
makes a difference 
(collaborative, social 
capital)

Anticipated Year Two (2016-2017)
ELA & math Social Studies Science Other Teacher leader 

Evaluation
● Specifics will be 

based on updated 
needs assessment

● To be continued

● Specifics will be 
based on updated 
needs assessment

● Understanding the 
Framework

● Understanding 
NGSS

● STEM and STS

● Introduction of 
new standards

● Data-driven 
instruction

● Pathways

● Curriculum 
development and 
evaluation

● Assessment

● Coaching

● Effective PD

● Revised 
regulations (as 
necessary)

● Growth-producing 
feedback

● Evaluation models 
that work

● Accountability that 
makes a difference 
(collaborative, 
social capital)

Throughout the effort, data are being collected to monitor implementation and suggest improvements. 
These data are reviewed by the planning teams and are shared with the District Superintendents, too.
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Fall summary data  
(following the first round of gatherings)

 

 

Winter summary data (following the second round of gatherings): 
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Winter summary data  
(following the second round of gatherings)

 

 

Winter summary data (following the second round of gatherings): 
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These are some of the comments 
participants have made:  

“This is such a valuable program. I have 
always thought that BOCES was in a 

perfect position to not only be a liaison 
for disseminating information back to 

the school, but also for being leaders in 
teacher growth.” 

“Bravo, great session. I’ve already 
turnkeyed info & “tweaked” & used 

materials twice and the session was this 
week!” 

“This conference was very good, it 
was collaborative and meaningful. 

We actually received PD that we can 
turnkey to our districts.” 

“So glad we are getting together to meet, 
share ideas, get information! Great job 

with everything for this session.”

 
“Terrific work and so much collaboration 

and all available on Google Docs... 
just great... now to find the time to go 
through it all... much appreciated...”

The Statewide Professional Development Framework is a model for the state.  
Based on comprehensive needs assessment, the priorities for professional 

development, training, and resource development were identified. In response 
to the priorities, synchronous and asynchronous learning opportunities were 

planned and delivered, under the guidance of the DSs, SCDN, and the overall 
planning team. The thematic gatherings provide representatives from BOCES 
and Cities from across the state with the information and resources they need 
to support their districts on the current and relevant work. The structure is a 
highly effective way to deliver quality and consistent messages and training 

throughout the state. 


